PROPAGANDA 101
Look at this image. After reading this document look at this image again.

Propaganda
information, ideas, or rumors deliberately spread widely to help or harm a person, group, movement,
institution, nation, etc. The deliberate spreading of such information, rumors, etc.
the particular doctrines or principles propagated by an organization or movement.
Roman Catholic Church: .
committee of cardinals, established in 1622 by Pope Gregory XV, having supervision over foreign
missions and the training of priests for these missions.
school (College of Propaganda) established by Pope Urban VIII for the education of priests for
foreign missions.
Archaic . an organization or movement for the spreading of propaganda.

Here is a collection of images I found on the web that show famous prapaganda campains sponsorded
by our “multi billion dollar trusted media”.

No not CBS not “ONLY CBS” the news we can trust.

An image of Katie Couric, originally released in May by CBS, was slimmed down for reuse. The left
photo is the official first-pic-of-Katie released by CBS. (TVNewser posted it in May.) The doctored
photo on the right appears in the September issue of Watch magazine, which is owned by CBS,
according to Mediabistro.com, which first reported on the alteration.
Photo by CBS
Reuters! Come on, no not Reuters.

August 2006: This photograph by Adnan Hajj, a Lebanese photographer, showed thick black smoke
rising above buildings in the Lebanese capital after an Israeli air raid. The Reuters news agency initially
published the photograph on its Web site, then withdrew it when it became evident that the original
image had been manipulated to show more and darker smoke.
"Hajj has denied deliberately attempting to manipulate the image, saying that he was trying to remove
dust marks and that he made mistakes due to the bad lighting conditions he was working under," said
Moira Whittle, head of Reuters public relations. "This represents a serious breach of Reuters' standards
and we shall not be accepting or using pictures taken by him."
Other photographs by Hajj were also deteremined to have been doctored.

No not CBS again!

December 2000: In this single frame of a live video broadcast, the CBS emblem was digitally inserted
during the New Year's Eve broadcast to conceal the NBC emblem on display in the background. The
technology used is the same as what's been widely employed during the broadcast of sporting events to
display advertisements on billboards.

We support the troops!

Pictured here is a digital composite of a British soldier in Basra, gesturing to Iraqi civilians urging them
to seek cover, that appeared in April 2003 on the front page of the Los Angeles Times shortly after the
U.S.-led invasion of Iraq. Brian Walski, a staff photographer for the Los Angeles Times and a 30-year
veteran of the news business, was fired after his editors discovered that he had combined two of his
photographs to "improve" the composition.
Photo by Hany Farid, Dartmouth College

Remmber this one?

This digital composite of Olympic ice skaters Tonya Harding and Nancy Kerrigan appeared on the
cover of New York Newsday in February 1994. The picture showed the rivals practicing together,
shortly after an attack on Kerrigan by an associate of Harding's husband. The picture caption reads:
"Tonya Harding, left, and Nancy Kerrigan, appear to skate together in this New York Newsday
composite illustration. Tomorrow, they'll really take to the ice together."
Hippi Times and peace protest.

This digital composite of Sen. John Kerry and Jane Fonda sharing a stage at an antiwar rally emerged
during the 2004 presidential primaries while Kerry campaigned for the Democratic nomination.
The picture of Kerry was captured by photographer Ken Light as Kerry was preparing to give a speech
at the Register for Peace Rally held in Mineola, N.Y., in June 1971. The picture of Jane Fonda was
captured by Owen Franken as Fonda spoke at a political rally in Miami Beach, Fla., in August 1972.

We support the troops!

This March 2004 political ad for George W. Bush, prepared during his run for president, shows a sea of
soldiers as a backdrop to a child holding a flag. This image was digitally doctored by copying and
pasting, from the original photograph, several soldiers in order to digitally remove Bush from a
podium. After acknowledging that the photo had been doctored, the Bush campaign said that the ad
would be re-edited and reshipped to TV stations.
Go Go TV Guide and the mind control tool. This gose for the TV as well Oprah. Shoot your TV.

No No not Newsweek! NEWSWEEK?
The cover of TV Guide in August 1989 displayed this picture of daytime talk-show host Oprah
Winfrey. This picture was created by splicing the head of Winfrey onto the body of actress AnnMargret, taken from a 1979 publicity shot. The composite was created without permission of Winfrey
or Ann-Margret, and was detected by Ann-Margret's fashion designer, who recognized the dress.

There's a good reason Martha Stewart looks slightly different here. The body belongs to a model. And
Newsweek is not the only offender in this area. Texas Monthly once used a model's body with the head
of one-time Gov. Ann Richards.

Did you mean this one?

This July 1992 cover of TexasMonthly shows Gov. Ann Richards astride a Harley-Davidson
Motorcycle. This picture was created by splicing the head of Richards onto the body of a model. The
editors explained that their credit page disclosed this fact by noting in the credits page "Cover
Photograph by Jim Myers ... Stock photograph (head shot) By Kevin Vandivier/Texastock." After the
motorcycle cover appeared, Richards said that since the model had such a nice body, she could hardly
complain.

OHH DAM! Time Magazine are you serious. Are there any trusted media outlets?

This digitally altered photograph of O.J. Simpson appeared on the June 1994 cover of Time magazine
shortly after Simpson's arrest on murder charges. This photograph was manipulated from the original
mug shot. A copy of the mug shot also appeared, unaltered, on the cover of Newsweek. Time magazine
was subsequently accused of manipulating the photograph to make Simpson appear "darker" and
"menacing."
Wow in 2002 nothing new under the sun.

The University of Wisconsin wanted a picture that reflected diversity at the campus back in 2000, so
they put a 1994 photo of a black student, Diallo Shabazz, into a 1993 shot from a football game.
Shabazz is he related to Betty Shabazz? And “Check out the black power fists”.

They have been playing this game a long time.

Leon Trotsky. Now you see him. Now you don't. After he ran afoul of the Communist Party, Trotsky
was eliminated from photos where he mingled with other officials. In other manipulated photos, the
Soviets painted in the gaps for added realism.
Now that smoking cause cancer. That propaganda campaign has ended.

"Goodnight Moon," and goodbye cigarette. If you have an older copy of the kids classic "Goodnight
Moon," you'll notice something different between the photo of illustrator Clement Hurd on the dust
jacket and the photo here. The cigarette is missing. HarperCollins eliminated it. Now, it looks like Hurd
is trying to get someone to repay him 20 bucks.

Okay now here you go look at this image before you read my quick observation.
Now that you know what you know. I found this photo a few days ago. CNN and the United Nations
use this photo to say. “Look at these coons! These ungrateful blacks. All the UN wants is to give them
help and protection. And all they want to do is riot” Now look at this picture closely. Dose it match?
Why is the girl running and laughing? Did she light the tires on fire? If she, did how? And look at the
man in the back did he light the tires on fire? I guess he needed the fire to set up the barbecue he is
preparing for. And wait is that a jug of fresh clean water his is holding? Is not this riot over water? And
what about the man in the red shirt he seems mighty calm while a fire is raging behind him. And isn’t it
HOT? I mean dam who wants to be this close to burning tires, that stuff is hella toxic. Or this could be
a doctored image to in-sight propaganda. NO they wouldn’t do that. They never did that before. We
have an honorable upstanding media.

Click on links for more information:
Did U.N. troops cause cholera outbreak in Haiti?
796 dead in Haiti's cholera outbreak
Listen to Signs and Wonders on Blog talk I will have a broadcast on propaganda coming soon.
Dawid Yacob Maccabeus
HebrewIsraelites.eu
Blog Talk Radio

